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In human beings life teacher plays major role along with parents, from ancient era, teacher 

was one of the directors of human life, without teacher his / her life would incomplete one. In 

each and every field, such as war, archery, medicine, agriculture etc. Teacher’s role is very 

is important one without teacher we can’t learn anything. For the proper guidance teacher’s 

place is important. In the epic “Mahabharata” Pandva leant each and every things from 

Dronacharya, without Dronacharya they could not get an archery knowledge. Teacher 

teaches moral things and way of life to the students. When we think that what do you mean by 

education? The educational psychologist interpreted that, “Education” means to change in 

behaviour, change in thinking and way of life of human being. Education means not only for 

an employment purpose and getting money but its main purpose is to create and to develop 

good human being, good society and good nation. 

 

 

Due to the education, human being learns moral things and disciplines, equality and 

fraternity, love and sympathy it means mental development and physical development, 

psychological development and emotional development take place during the process of 

education. But now a day there is a lack of emotional development, it is very important 

factor, in this modern technological computerised and mobilized global world. Each and 

every human being wants well settled life and self protection, after well settlement they 

forget others emotions, needs and responsibilities of society and nation. They only attract 

towards the materialistic world, because each and every human being’s behaviour becomes 

materialistic one. This materialistic views of human being, creates stereotyped life style and 

the self –centred attitude. This selfish view gets water and food to the materialistic world. In 

loneliness the question creates in my mind, what factors are responsible for this material 

world? The tentative responsive answer occurs in my mind that, there are many factors 

responsible for these materialistic views, one of them, the westernized culture and life style 

and thinking of educational systems. Every parent admitted their kids in English medium 

school, though our mother tongue is Marathi (regional dialect) government used to free 

primary education to one and all primary candidates but the parents want their kid must learn 
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in English medium only because it is an international language, due to this their kid will get 

good quality education, good English knowledge and that’s why they predict that their child 

will get good job in future or they can stand on their own legs easily. But actual fact is 

different; according to some psychologist human being can learn by the teaching learning 

process as observing and practising only. For this student must present psychologically, 

mentally and physically in the class while teacher teaching in the class. Bilingual teaching 

method (Mother tongue and English) used in English medium school by the teacher. Only 

English medium label is there.  

 

Teacher and student use their mother tongue out of the class as a communication. Maximum 

English medium schools are from the private sector, these schools are not knowledge oriented 

but exam oriented. Parents become happy while they seeing the marks and percentage of their 

child. These marks and percentage belong to the rote-learning of their kids. What actually 

primary students need the English medium teacher can’t give the students. In childhood 

students want freedom and freeness. Student’s creativity does not development in the 

dictatorship of English medium school. This may be the reason that, student’s emotional 

development and social development not take place. When student’s emotional development 

and social development not take place then they have not sympathy and empathy towards 

their parents and society as well as the nation. Even though English medium teachers are also 

not responsible for these conditions because maximum teachers not eligible as a teacher, they 

have not got any government training which government school teacher got month after 

month at district level place. English teacher get meagre payment per month in this payment 

their basic needs do not completed. School president does not give scale and grade pay 

though he takes fees and donations from the parents year by year. Whatever the core 

components moralities is included in the texts, English medium teacher do not inculcate the 

student. We can’t expect the love for parent, society and Nation from the English medium 

students.  

 

At home even parents do not use English words and language to communicate the child. They 

use mother tongue with their child. How we can expect from the Indian student fluent in 

English those who are belong to medium class. Regional dialect schools are very important at 

student’s primary level class. Mother tongue help student to understand each concept by heart 

easily in the class. In daily used language student observe and differentiate things and 

understand concept easily. That’s why primary base knowledge and student’s love for school, 

parent, society and Nation develop in the student side by side core components moralities 

inculcate the student. 
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